The Secretary
Economy and Infrastructure Committee Parliament House, Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

Dear Secretary,
Re: INQUIRY INTO THE INCREASE IN VICTORIA’S ROAD TOLL

Thank you and the Economy and Infrastructure Committee (Committee) for the opportunity
to comment on the current “Toward Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020” (Strategy). As a
professional Engineer my current role is that of reviewing Government sponsored projects,
assisting Engineers and planners assess project viability and in mentoring/training their staff.
Background
In my professional role I try to use the best project procurement strategies available in
Australia being the Victorian Treasury’s PPP Guidelines https://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/publicprivate-partnerships/policy-guidelines-and-templates
So, perhaps there are some lessons in these Victorian Guidelines for the Committee as there
have been significant and major financial decisions associated with delivering the Victorian
Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020.
As these guidelines were, we believed, mandated in Victoria one would hope that before
committing significant taxpayers’ funds the professionals involved undertook the appropriate
planning through the use of the Guidelines’ Infrastructure Logic Mapping and Business
Cases such that that clear Benefits and KPI’s have been identified.
We all expect and demand the rigor in Engineering solutions such that our building, bridges,
roads, aircraft and Infrastructure and built safe and are fit for purpose and would expect no
less from this major Safety Program
Perhaps, given that the Legislative Council is now examining the performance of this Road
Safety Strategy, the Benefits as promised have not been attained and the rigor expected has
not been applied?
Solution Engineering
Solution Engineering is a term that I use to describe the behaviour of Engineers in pursuit of
a particular solution that they are convinced will solve a problem or a number of problems.
In my training to Government Agencies we warn them about the activities of some sales staff
who ingratiate their ideas so well into a client that it can become “The Solution” to all
problems. This can be a process, piece of equipment, a technology, a contract delivery model
or software that will benefit a contractor to the exclusion of other contractors and possibly the
public in general.
I certainly have been trained in this art and can easily recognise the signs in others.
This is also termed “Vendor Capture” in the IT world and can lead to incredible distortions to
project/program delivery, especially in the delivery of Hospitals.
Engineers are trained to be impassionate and carefully analyse problems, determine options,
evaluate and present these options, works through a benefit analysis for the stakeholders, set

up a competitive procurement process and deliver a quality outcome that delivers the Benefits
and KPI agreed.
The current Professional Engineers Act in Queensland and that proposed elsewhere in NSW
and Victoria highlight the obligation on Engineers to act in the interest of the Public, make
decisions that take into account all stakeholders and to apply professional rigor to their
important work as a Professional Engineer.
The Committee should reasonably expect and perhaps demand that the promises made in
formulation of the Victorian Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020 are in fact delivered.
Unfortunately, my observations are that increasingly we are seeing a passionate and probably
well-intended approach that finds “The Solution” before “The Problem” is well defined.
Solution Engineering ........ means we have the Solution for you.
Now what is the Problem?
The case in point is the use of valuable resources and funds to promote/justify the use of Wire
Rope Barriers (Solution) discussed Section 6 below.
Commentary on the Terms of Reference
1. Current Victorian Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020 and progress towards its
aim of a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities with 200 or less lives lost annually by 2020;
As noted above the stated aim of the Strategy to reduce fatalities by 20 per cent etc has
not been achieved and in our view, this can be the result of:
a) A poorly defined set of Project Objectives and Strategies;
Perhaps the best practice Victorian Treasury PPP Guidelines were not followed
and the Objectives/Strategies were not well defined, not realistic or not
achievable using the proposed approach?
b) Poor co-ordination, implementation, management and reporting of the Program;
While the Objectives and Strategies may have been sound the management of
multiple Agencies, change over in staff, personal interest and loss of focus are
common faults and the strategies to manage these should have been built into
the original Business Case.
c) Program highjacked by vested interests such as described above in the area of
Solution Engineering and Vendor Capture.
As noted above the Committee should expect all Professionals party to this
major Strategy to act in the best interest of the State and the Community and not
to promote Solutions that are not appropriate, rigorously tested and
independently analysed thereby jeopardising the whole Strategy.
Without a detailed analysis of the performance of the Strategy it is hard to pinpoint the
exact cause of the failure but it is sufficient to say that we have seen the Program fail and
if that is the case then the management of the Program to allow this to happen has been
less than adequate.
Further, the definition of the original Program may also have been inadequate in planning
and providing sufficient checks and balances to ensure that the Program remained on
track.

Having recently reviewed the VAGO Road Barriers report I note that there was no actual
Business Case prepared. In my role as a practicing Transaction Manager I find it hard to
comprehend how such a complex, expensive, multi disciplined program could be ever be
approved for funding without undertaking a rigorous Business Case. Even more
surprising is that this program and financial commitment was planned devoid of the
normal financial rigor applied in a leading state like Victoria?

2. Adequacy and scope of the current driver drug and alcohol testing regime;
This area is outside my area of expertise however I recognise the impact drugs have on
our society and ultimately on the road.
However, applying reasonable logic to concept of Policing Drug use can I suggest that we
have been having a war on drugs for over one hundred years and clearly lost that war
many years ago. I do sympathise with Police and the Courts trying to deal with this
complex problem with the few tools they have available.
So perhaps it is now worthwhile reviewing the whole concept of policing drug use and
think about operation of a controlled drug program such that users are identified and can
be coached/managed before they attempt to drive?
Perhaps we should look at an improved Portugal experience and incorporate road safety
awareness. https://transformdrugs.org/drug-decriminalisation-in-portugal-setting-therecord-straight/
3. Adequacy of current speed enforcement measures and speed management policies;
Perhaps for me as a former resident of Victoria and now a visitor the Policing attitude to
Speeding and it consequences are one of the most striking aspects to driving/riding in
Victoria.
It is now very apparent that if you speed at all in Victoria you will get caught. All
Victorians know this, adjust for it and it now impacts they way they drive and the way
they behave on the road.
Not Speeding is now the main focus of most Victorian Drivers and unfortunately this has
had a number of undesirable outcomes that may more than negate the safety benefits of
lower overall speed.
The negative impact cannot be seen or recognised by Victorian Authorities, researchers
or regulators as it has now become the norm.
As an International traveller I am able to recognise the stand out differences in Victorian
driving. My personal experience is based on normal driving/riding throughout Australia
PLUS for the past 9years I have travelled for work and pleasure throughout Europe.
This travel is mainly by motorcycle and is averaged at 15,000kilometers/year
(approximately150,000kilometers) and includes extensive travel in the following
countries:
• UK;
• Ireland;
• France;
• Belgium;
• Germany;
• Netherlands;
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Based on personal experience and on official OECD data it is clear that the current
approach, in Victoria, focussing on Speed has little effect on the actual road toll.
Perhaps even the opposite if we consider the UK, Netherlands, Austria and France
with Freeway limits of 130km/h and reasonable actual speed tolerance.
Germany, even with some 12,993 km of unregulated speed autobahns still has a
significantly lower (39%) death toll when compared to Australia.
I recognise that VicRoads claim better figures but, with due respect, the figures need
to be reported on a common basis to be believable.
So, perhaps we should recognise that our continued focus on just policing Speed is
perhaps not the right track??
3.2. Unwanted side effects of a focus on speed enforcement
This is a difficult one to describe and my opinion is fairly subject however it is based
on extensive international experience over 10 years throughout Europe. It is also
been formed from riding as a motorcyclist where your awareness is significantly
heightened compared to the safety of a car.
Some/many roads over mountain passes are in Australian term down right dangerous
yet are the norm in European Alps and you learn to ride safely. Sheer drop-offs of
+500m on narrow mountain passes with only a knee-high trip rail also focus your
attention.
The difference in driving in almost all of Europe to Australia and in particular
Victoria is the focus and awareness of motorists with the road, road conditions, other
vehicles and traffic in general.
Despite the inherent safety measures applied in Victoria and being blunt riding a
motorcycle in Victoria is downright dangerous and compares to countries like
Morocco and some Asian countries (for different reasons).
This is not intended to be an offensive observation but it is apparent that a Victorian
drivers main focus in on their speed and not exceeding the speed limit.
There is little apparent awareness what lane they are in, whether they are holding up
traffic, whether it is safe to overtake without speeding.
There is also a total lack of understanding of what a blind spot is ....... overtaking
vehicles with their cruise control set at 111kh/h do seem to find your blind spot then
if you are so lucky they slowly creep past!
We therefore see the situation where drivers have their cruise control set to 102 km/h
and attempt to pass a slower vehicle without accelerating, not realising or caring that
to pass a vehicle 5 km/h slower it will take over 23 seconds at 102 km/h and will
require more than 1.3 km (2* 612) m of clear road ahead to safely overtake.
This is downright dangerous situation and yet the policing in Victoria overwhelming
based on speed such that motorist continue to risk their lives and their passengers
unnecessarily to avoid being caught for speeding.
If, for example a vehicle was allowed to accelerate up to 115 km/h then the time to
overtake the above vehicle would be reduced from 23 seconds down to 6 seconds and
would only require 0.8 km of clear road?

This focus on Speed is now evident in VicRoads where it is appears to be simpler to
simply reduce the speed limit even further rather than fix a rough or dangerous
section of road (funding claimed to be diverted to installing Wire Rope Barriers)
Perhaps we should be focussing on the cause of accident and minimising these rather
than applying more speed-based band aid solutions.
The other more subtle and difficult to explain impact of this policing is there is an
impression that as long as the driver is “compliant” in respect to speed then they are
in the right and a new sense of perhaps righteousness is invoked. This results in an
attitude that the driver does not have to be considerate or SHARE the road with
others.
This is a very dangerous state of mind that does lead to road rage in the extreme but
subtly affects all others on the road as it means that you can morally drive at any
speed in any lane as long as you are not speeding. It can result in extreme impatience
by following vehicles and it is easy to witness extreme and dangerous lane changes
to the left and right simply to pass someone who has the moral right to drive in any
lane (usually the right lane) without consideration of others.
This dangerous road practice appears to be sanctioned in Victoria. Such an
indifference to other road users would not be tolerated by other road users or Police
in the UK, France, Italy, Germany, Austria, France etc.
In the UK (having a significantly lower death toll) lane hogging (even in the centre
lane) is an offence and considered “careless driving” yet this dangerous practice is
the accepted norm in Victoria.
Again in the UK the policing of the Highway Code would result in a Police report for
Dangerous, Reckless, or Careless driving for under passing (passing on the left).
Their Highway Code, sections 138 to 145 and the legislation, over taking is to the
right of the vehicle in front, not to the left. The Highway Code clearly says "Only
overtake on the left if the vehicle in front is indicating to turn right, and there is room
to do so".
Again, this is another dangerous practice is the accepted norm in Victoria while we
focus only on Speed.
While excessive speed may be dangerous, it is accidents that kill people not speed
and we should be looking at the causes of accidents and encouraging a more
respectful driver attitude.
The prime enforcement focus on just speed has, in my experience, led to a very poor
driver attitude thereby actually increasing the risk of accidents. Surely, Victoria can
do better?
4. Adequacy of current response to smart phone use, including the use of technology to
reduce the impact of smart phone use on driver distraction.
Perhaps my comment here is that culturally in Australia we have grown up with relatively
low traffic density and we have had the space and freedom to relax while driving so that
these distractions are not seen as a distraction and just part of our daily driving activities.

Experience in driving/riding in other countries with higher density and far more
challenging roads suggests that a far higher focus on the art of driving is required and
expected. Not surprisingly there is a far greater tolerance and safe sharing of the road is
most evident. Interestingly, phone use appears more prevalent in Europe BUT there the
negatives appear to be offset by a far higher awareness and focus on maintaining a good
road position.
So, in our case we:
1. Have a very poor driving attitude;
2. Fail to take the personal responsibility for driving safely;
3. Now have much higher traffic density;
4. Continue to be distracted not only with phones); and so
5. As a consequence are dangerous drivers.
As a motorcyclist you do get to see the incredible distractions that drivers manage to find
for themselves rather than simply concentrate on their job of delivering them and their
passengers safely to their destinations.
While texting and use of phones are common it is even more scary to see drivers, for
example, crocheting while driving with their knees, cracking boiled eggs and buttering
their toast to name but a few.
Watching a B Double driver wrestle with a phone while texting and driving toward you at
100km/h on your motorcycle is not pleasant.
So, again, should we not be focussing on reinforcing the driver’s responsibility to safely
deliver themselves and their passengers to their safe destination rather than inventing
more ways to catch them out ..... if drivers actually own this responsibility then police
may not have continually invent ways to catch them?

5. Measures to improve the affordability of newer vehicles incorporating driver assist
technologies.
Eventually, new technologies will have a part to play in delivering a safer road transport
system.
As an Engineer I do have concerns in respect to the safety of the software and related
infrastructure needed/applied in new cars to avoid accidents.
We have very high expectations that the works designed by an Engineer will deliver a
safe functioning building, bridge, road, aircraft, power stations etc.
We have only to look at the failure of the Westgate Bridge in Melbourne and the Tasman
Bridge in Hobart in the 1970’s to understand the cost to the community for a failure in
Engineering road infrastructure.
To ensure safety, Engineers have developed some robust design system with multiple
checks and balance. Appropriate safety factors are mandated in all Australian Standards
and all designs are subject to third party review.
As a profession we take this seriously and take a conservative view on risk. With the
advent of “Industrial Manslaughter” legislation in some States, Engineers are taking a
very careful approach when there is a risk to the Public.

In respect to driver assist and driverless vehicles we only have to look at the rigor and
painstaking engineering required to stop planes from crashing. Their avoidance
opportunity is vastly better than road vehicles with a 1m gap between vehicles at a
velocity of over 200 km/h.
So, when asked whether driver assist and ultimately driverless cars will help, my
Professionally recommendation is for extreme caution as, compared to aircraft, many
systems are in the development phase and there are many risks that are not fully dealt
with such as:
•
•
•
•
•

There is as yet no standard for road infrastructure to support driver assist or
driverless vehicles;
There is no standard is the software and hardware used in driver assist vehicles;
There is no transparency and validation of the software;
There is no validation of changes to any software and upgrades; and
There are real opportunities to hack vehicles controls.

Given the risks, in particular the unregulated software risks, it would be more
productive to focus on driver attitude, infrastructure design (Section 6), driver
training and independent road collision data to deliver a safer road. Perhaps we
should aim to have a death rate as low as the UK which is achieved now without the
new sexy driverless car distraction.
6. Adequacy of current road standards and the road asset maintenance regime;
A significant financial commitment has been made by VicRoads into what they believe
are actions to improve the safety of roads. Rumble strips and widened median strip are
part of this improvement and I expect that they will assist motorists from drifting into
oncoming traffic or wandering away from the pavement.
My main comments are in respect to the unregulated installation of Wire Rope Barriers as
below.
6.1. Transaction and Commercial Considerations – Wire Rope Barriers
Firstly, I note that no actual Business Case was ever developed for the Toward Zero
Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020 (Strategy) and as such it would be very difficult to
apply procurement, commercial and technical discipline necessary to deliver the
outcomes and to stop an ill-defined Strategy being twisted/directed to suit any other
particular agenda.
“A consolidated business case would have also provided enough information for the government to
make a better-informed decision about investing in flexible barriers and understanding the
investment’s value for money in comparison to other options.” ... VAGO Road Barriers Report 2020

I note that the VAGO Road Barriers report also refers to the justification of the use of
Wire Rope Barriers based on selective use of its data and have overestimated the
benefit of these barriers, possibly eliminating more effective solutions. This suggests
that the viability of the Program has been compromised.
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Wire Rope Barriers are claimed to be so effective yet they appear to not be adopted
by Europe Countries that have a significantly better Safety Record than Australia
then why has:
1. Victoria volunteered to be the guinea pig for this technology;
2. The proponents of the Wire Rope Barriers used exaggerated performance
figures to justify its introduction; and
3. VicRoads and TAC not set up a rigorous and independent monitoring and
assessment process
6.3. Assumptions supporting Program – Wire Rope Barriers
We also note that the philosophy behind the installation of Wire Rope Barriers is to
reduce opportunities for vehicles exiting the road alignment and either crashing into
oncoming vehicles of fixed objects at the side of the road.
We cannot argue that any well engineered physical barrier can reduce these incidents
and can reduce the death toll. Ignoring the blatant over statement of the benefits of
Wire Rope Barriers identified in the VAGO report we do question whether the any of
the other impact on road users has been fully considerer and the subsequent impacts
identified and analysed.
For example, the VAGO report notes the lack of timely Stakeholder engagement and
the post installation modifications to placate some Stakeholders. This is hardy an
effective Stakeholder Engagement Strategy?
I also question the single-minded philosophy of only considering positives from
avoiding the run‐off‐road and head‐on serious casualty crashes while ignoring the
subsequent negative impact that barriers will have on the overall use of these roads?
For example, many unreported and normal incidents involve motorists actually take
advantage of the space available on the side road to avoid accidents and avoid road
debris, diesel spills etc. The addition of Wire Rope Barrier will make this impossible
and turn a preventable and therefore unreported incident into a major road accident.
The Strategy considers the concept of providing rumble strips to alert drivers that
they are straying off the road (dozing). Yet the addition of a Wire Rope Barrier will

remove the space needed to correct the straying. Is this not at odds to the installation
of rumble strips?
So, the Strategy recognises that motorists can stray of line, and provides some
rumble strip notification BUT then counters that safety measure by adding an
unnecessary barrier result in substantial vehicle damage, debris over the roadway and
possible multiple follow up accidents.
So, should the Benefits of such Wire Rope Barrier strategy not only be reduced by 32
percent as noted in the VAGO Report but further reduced to recognise that the
barrier creates additional crash opportunity that were previously merely accident
avoidance incidents with no damage or loss (hence never reported or in statistics).
I do note that the justification for the Wire Rope Barriers is based on a claimed
reduction in deaths by preventing vehicles running off the roadway or into oncoming
traffic. VAGO has already questioned the veracity of the claimed safety benefits in
the use of Wire Rope Safety Barriers. We still see articles published by Monash
University (IPWEA (NSW)) also justifying the same (questionable) benefit even
though it recognises that at speeds over 40km/h motorcyclists will be maimed or
killed.
Apparently extra motorcycle deaths are ok as there is an overall reduction. Should
the whole Strategy not be reviewed if all the claimed benefits are not real and there
are now additional accidents as a result of Wire Rope Barriers.
Sections 6.4 to 6.6 below deal with the issues around vulnerable road users and the
impact of this aspect of the Strategy.
6.4. Motorcycle safety – Wire Rope Barriers
Motorcycle safety is an area of some conjecture and we admit that it is difficult to
providing a safe operating environment when you have an effectively unprotected
human being challenged by comparatively massive vehicles ranging up to 50 tonnes.
As a motorcyclist I am aware of the additional risks and like many motorcyclists I
have developed strategies to stay alive being:
1. Assume that all vehicles can and will kill you and therefore try to anticipate
their behaviour;
2. Ride regularly and keep up your mental skill levels;
3. Try to be in control of your environment, find a space in the traffic where you
feel safe (usually ahead of the traffic and moving slightly faster than the
traffic);
4. Be visible, daylight running light are excellent but assume that you are not
seen or some-one doesn’t want to see you;
5. Motorcycle are nimble, don’t expect to win an accident so always look for an
escape route to avoid an accident.
The escape route is the final strategy that will save a motorcyclist life and
unfortunately the closure of this safe exit away from a potential accident is why
Motorcyclist are so upset by Wire Rope Barriers.
If motorcyclists have no escape route then they are competing flesh against metal and
they die.

Motorcyclist and other vulnerable road uses do feel that they are being sacrificed for
the sake of an, as yet, proven benefit.
The best example of a safe roadway in Australia is in fact in Victoria at the Phillip
Island Racetrack where there the Safety Design has done away with all barriers and
provided adequate run off for all vehicles.
This Safe Design demonstrates that even a motorcyclist can walk away from a
+300km/hr crash yet on Victorian Roads he/she is likely to die at 40km/hr when Wire
Road Barriers are installed.
6.5. Roadside run-off areas save lives – Personal Examples
While there has been little research on the impact of Wire Rope Barriers on
motorcyclist it is not unusual to see the following old quotation from Austroads
(2003) brought out to claim no effect... ‘... no evidence has yet been found (after an
extensive search) to indicate that flexible barriers present a greater (or lesser) risk
when struck by a rider compared to other commonly used barrier types, such as rigid
concrete or semi-rigid, steel guardrails. Furthermore, no evidence has been found to
indicate that the presence of any roadside barrier presents a greater (or lesser) risk
to errant riders than does the absence of a barrier of any kind. Barriers are typically
installed only where hazards exist within the roadside such as trees, poles, rock
embankments, steep drops, concrete culverts or other hazards, or to prevent median
crossover crashes. Rider impacts with these types of hazard also present a serious
risk of injury to errant riders.’
This statement is some 17 years old and it is based on the assumption that barriers are
installed ONLY where hazards exist (trees, rock, drops, culverts etc) .......we now
know barriers are installed where there are no hazards and in fact the barrier is now
the Hazard for motorcyclists.
In terms of personal experience, myself, my son and my friend would all be death
statistic if Wire Rope Barriers were installed on the Delegate to Orbost Road
(Victoria), The Black Spur (Victoria), Mt Glorious (Queensland), Barrington Tops in
NSW and Mole Creek Tasmania.
Photo 1 Delegate to Orbost Road (C612)

This unreported accident occurred on a bend where a poorly maintained edge of the
road was patched and loose fine gravel was left on the surface. The accident was at a
speed of approx. 80km/h and the bike and rider (myself) sustained no damage and we
continued on the way ... once we managed to tow the motorcycle back on to the road.
If VicRoads had installed Wire Rope Barriers I would not have survived and would
be a new statistic to add to the Toward Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020.
Photo 2 The Black Spur Road (B360)

Another unreported accident that occurred on the Maroonda Highway at 60km/h and
was a result of a diesel spill on this wet road. Both the rider (my son) and bike
sustained very minor damage and continued on the way once the gentleman in the
photo assisted us to drag the bike up from the bush. If VicRoads had installed Wire
Rope Barriers my son would not have survived and would be a new statistic to add to
the Toward Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020.
Photo 3 Mt Glorious Road Queensland

A result of a rapid puncture on this road at 70kh/hr and while the bike was damage as
it impacted the road the rider was safe. Police attended but no report.
If Qld Transport had installed Wire Rope Barriers he would not have survived and
would be a new statistic to add to their tally.
Photo 4 Road Debris NSW

Smashed rim at 60 km/hr being the result of a loose rock. Again, a quick exit to the
side of the road and no statistic and no damage to rider as no Wire Road Barrier.
Photo 4 Road Debris Tasmania

Another personal example material of the litter that abounds Australian roads and
again a smashed rim at 100km/hr.
No other damage to the bike, no damage to the rider (myself) and the clear grassed
edge of the road was vital as it was used to provide a very rapid run-off.

If Tasmania Transport had got around to install their Wire Rope Barriers I would
not have survived and would be a new statistic to add to their tally.
These are but a few of the experiences that the thousands of motorcyclists can
provide to this enquiry. I am fortunate in that I do photograph and log such incidents.
So, all vulnerable road users and a number of emergency workers would attest to and
support the notion that the claimed justifications for the benefits of Wire Rope
Barriers must be offset by the loss of the run-off facility available to road users to
avoid accidents and to minimise damage.
In the case of motorcyclists, it is evident that their loss of a safe exit path resulting
from such a barrier will increase their road trauma and their deaths.
Wire Road Barriers simply kill motorcyclists and I do not believe that this is a
consumable outcome and clearly discriminates against such vulnerable road users.
6.6. Duty of Care – VicRoads Engineers
As an Engineer I am subject to a legislated Code of Practice in Queensland and such
Legislation is being considered in both Victoria and NSW. Notwithstanding this all
road users expect road designers to exercise a duty of care and the installation of
potentially dangerous Wire Rope Barriers is, n my opinion, not exercising that duty
of care.
I do not believe that any Engineer can comply with any Legislated Engineering Code
of Practice when they rely on exaggerated claims on product safety, ignore the safety
benefits of a run-off zone and thereby discriminate against all vulnerable road user.
For Example, in Queensland.... “Through its code of practice, a profession shows it
recognises its responsibility to the public to ensure the actions of its professionals
promote safety, integrity, and fairness, evidences its commitment to these things, and
thereby encourages public confidence in the profession.” Quote from Board of
Professional Engineers

7. Adequacy of driver training programs and related funding structures such as the L2P
program;
As a non-Victoria resident, it difficult to form an opinion on the actual driver training
programs however as a regular visitor to Victoria I can perhaps comment on the standard
of driving that results from the training and compare this to other states and countries.
One observation that is easy to make is that drivers appear to be taught to simply comply
with the speed limits and that assertive driving seems to be one the rise in young drivers.
Certainly, safety focussed road skills, as below, do not appear to be addressed:
• respect for other road users;
• sharing skills;
• awareness and consideration of other road users;
• anticipation and awareness to changing road conditions;
• staying left on multi-laned roads;
• actively avoiding distractions;

•
•

awareness of blind spots; and
taking responsibility for delivering yourself and passengers safely to their
destination

8. Adequacy and accuracy of road collision data collection
It is clear from the VAGO Report that VicRoads has not planned to nor is required to
collect accurate road collision within an acceptable time frame.
It is also clear that VicRoads have not tracked or logged accurately where the Wire Rope
Barriers have been installed and nor is there logging of the presence of Wire Rope
Barriers in all accident assessment.
How is it possible to validate the claimed safety benefits when the collection of real data
is not undertaken, yet publicity statements claim how effective the barriers are?
There are claims that the data collected is “cleansed” to fit the claimed performance and
perhaps this should be an independent investigation to restore Public confidence.
My concern is the lack of confidence the public has in the data collection and now the
confirmation of a less than adequate approach detailed by the VAGO report adds to that
disquiet.
An example is in respect to a motorcyclist killed on the Calder Highway and while I was
not present the reports in the Public suggest:
1. Police investigation states that the motorcyclist hit a Kangaroo and died;
2. The alternate is that the Kangaroo was trapped by the Wire Rope Barriers on
either side of the Highway, the motorcyclist then hit the Kangaroo and the
motorcyclist was then killed by colliding with the Wire Rope Barrier; and
3. There was no mention of the Wire Rope Barrier in the Police Report.
If the collection, collation and presentation of data by VicRoads and Police is not
demonstrated to be to the highest Standard then how can VicRoads maintain the trust of
the Community and Victorian Treasury. How can it defend itself?
My prediction is that sometime in the future some innocent mother’s son will be horribly
maimed and killed on a Wire Rope Barrier and this incident will be filmed and then
shown in graphic detail on social media. If that mother has the fortitude of a Rosemary
Batty then VicRoads, TAC and Victoria Police will need all the irrefutable data possible
to ally the Public fears.
If, as the VAGO suggests VicRoads has in fact cherry picked data to justify its Wire Rope
Barrier introduction, if continues to market its success by introducing new terms like
“participation rate” in it statistics, if it does not collect independently validated road
collision data and if continues to present cleansed accident data then VicRoads would be
struggling to defend the State from any impending Class Action relating to the its failure
of duty of care where motorcyclists and vulnerable rad users are killed on Wire Rope
Barriers.
Can I therefore suggest that the comprehensive data be collected tested for accuracy and
all the data be validated by a completely new and completely independent authority who
does not report to TAC, VicRoads or Police (possible VAGO).

I further suggest that to ensure that the data collection/management passes Public
scrutiny that VicRoads actually engage with Stakeholders (including emergency services,
RACV, Motorcyclists, Transport companies, Local Government etc) such that their views
are taken into account in how and what data is collected.
Finally, the State of Victoria should halt any further installation of Wire Rope Barriers
until it has proven, beyond doubt, by an independent authority that these barriers do meet
the objectives of the Strategy, are financially maintainable and that there are no additional
deaths attributed to their introduction.

9. Other Successful Road Safety measure that could be introduced.
As a motorcyclist and Engineer I am a keen observer of road and traffic behaviour and
always looking for successful road safety initiatives and practices.
9.1. Lane Discipline
I realise that Victoria does have a rule requiring vehicles to keep to the Left. This is
clearly not enforced and the norm appears to be that you can drive in any lane at any
speed as long as you are not speeding.
In March 2018 on the M1 at Mulgrave at around 5:00 pm, heading west, I was
observing the undisciplined traffic spread all over the Freeway and noted the
frustration and tension that this was causing with some vehicles trying to manoeuvre
through the throng of vehicles maintaining various speeds in whatever lane they felt
like occupying.
I noted, as typical in Victoria, the number of forced and dangerous lane changes
require for traffic to move forward. I did a count of the number of lane changes being
undertaken for the slightly faster traffic to more forward 1 car.
The record was 12 separate lane changes required for a single Tradie ute to pass the
one single slower vehicle hogging the fast line.
Vehicle lane changes are a dangerous manoeuvre and there is world wide acceptance
that slower vehicles keep away from the outside lane (faster lanes) to minimise the
number of unnecessary lane changes.
In the UK both the Road Hog and the Tradie under passing noted on the M1would
face severe punishment for dangerous driving.
How does Victoria ever expect to reduce its Road Toll when it sanctions such a
dangerous road practice is the norm?
Safety Observations:
• In European Countries the fast lane is the fast lane and only entered by fast
vehicles (+130 km/h) or for overtaking.
• In France a very effective safety practise is for the overtaking vehicle to
display their indicator before and during the overtaking manoeuvre. This
clearly indicates that a slow-moving vehicle is entering the fast lane and
following vehicles have warning and adjust their speed appropriately.

•

In the USA the vehicle in front on a multi-laned road has the right of way so
vehicles travelling up through traffic have to be very aware that the vehicles in
front is entitled to its lane and take care. This rule provides an enormous
beneficial effect when traffic slows or has to merge.

9.2. Emergency Braking
With the increasing numbers of automatic cars plus the introduction of electric
vehicles with regenerative braking (automatic brake lights on Tesla) small changes in
speed on a motorway is reflected in a sea of brake lights. This is a difficult situation
for following traffic (particular in winter in Melbourne) and rather than risk a crash
the following vehicles overbreak brake and eventually we get to a driver who is not
observant (texting) who then has a rear end crash or runs off into a Wire Rope Barrier.
European road speed can be 50% to 100% higher than in Victoria yet, using
international safety data, their death rate is often better.
Safety Observations:
• In Europe on high speed roads and mostly particular France it is accepted
practice to apply your emergency hazard light when you have to brake quickly
or stop quickly. These hazard lights are turned off when the vehicle following
initiates their hazard lights. This has an enormous safety impact in that a)
following traffic knows immediately that there is a dangerous situation ahead
(not just slowing) AND they know how quickly this front (rear end of cars) is
approaching them as the last vehicle in the queue is the one with the hazard
lights still on. It simply works.
9.3. Motorcycle Interaction with Traffic
There is certainly a heightened awareness of motorcycles in Europe and this is
possibly as many young people start off the driving career as a motorcyclist.
Therefore, the motorcyclist that is next to you in traffic could be a friend, a family
member or neighbours’ child so there is more consideration.
My observation is that many European drivers recognise the vulnerability of
motorcyclists in traffic and appear to make conscious efforts to stay separated from
motorcyclist and move then on to clear road ahead of the traffic.
Safety Observations:
• In Italy, France, Spain, Austria etc motorist provide space at the head of
roadworks lights for motorcyclist to queue at the front and then allow them to
proceed first to separate themselves from traffic and provide a safer road
condition for all;
• Similarly, at traffic lights the motorists are happy to provide clear space ahead
of them for motorcyclist to get away from the slower cars;
• On country roads it is not uncommon for cars to move over and wave
motorcyclists through rather than let them undertake a risky overtaking
manoeuvre.
In Italy it is not uncommon for oncoming trucks to move over to allow a
motorcyclist to overtake. This is not a strategy I would recommend on fast
moving roads.
Thank you for the opportunity to make comment and apologies for the typo’s and
grammatical errors that I have missed.

I hope that these comments help the Committee deal with this situation and it is
disappointing to see such a well intention Program fail to deliver.
Unfortunately, this is now not an uncommon theme in my current professional role.
Mal Peters
BE (Civil), MIE Aust CPEng APER Engineer IntPE(Aus) RPEQ

